Abstract. Orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle are completely determined by their reflection coefficients through the Szego recurrences. We analyze weak convergence results in a certain class of orthogonal polynomials on a circular arc by comparing them with the orthogonal polynomials with constant reflection coefficients, which were studied earlier by Ya. L. Geronimus. Under certain assumption on the rate of convergence of the reflection coefficients, we gather some information about the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the orthogonality measure.
Introduction.
Let fi be a probability measure on the interval [0,27r) such that its support, supp(/x) (which is, by definition, the smallest closed set whose complement has fi measure 0), is an infinite set. and Z + = {n e Z : n > 0}. For simplicity, we often refer to /J as a probability measure on T or its parts.
The monic orthogonal polynomials are $n(A0 = ^(f^Pniv), and the complex numbers {$ n (0,/i)} ne N which describe completely the orthonormal polynomials are known as reflection coefficients. Since all the zeros of $ n are inside the unit circle (cf. [5, Section 8, p. 9] ), |$n(0, //)| < 1 for n G N. Conversely, given a sequence of complex numbers {a n } nG N with |a n | < 1, Favard's theorem on T (cf. [3] ) states that the polynomials $ n obtained by the Szego recurrences are monic orthogonal with respect to a unique probability measure JJ, on T with infinite support, and a n = $ n (0,/i) for neK In addition to {<£n(A0}n€N ; we will also study the second kind polynomials {ipn(v)}n£N which are defined as the orthogonal polynomials with reflection coefficients {-a n } n^. They can be computed simultaneously with the polynomials (pn{fi>) by the Szego type matrix recursions (cf. [7, p. 395 
, formula (8)]).
We begin with the simplest class of measures // a not in the Szego class which have constant and nonzero reflection coefficients $ n (0,^a) = a, 0 < |a| < 1 (see [6, pp. 93-94] , [4, S4.3] ) 1 . The set of all such measures constitutes the Geronimus class G and the corresponding orthonormal polynomials are called Geronimus polynomials. In the problem under consideration, they play a similar role to that played by the second kind Chebyshev polynomials for the interval [-1,1] . For the reader's convenience, we present a detailed description of this class in Section 2, including explicit formulas for the C-function, corresponding orthonormal polynomials, etc.
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The Geronimus polynomials essentially live on an arc of the unit circle characterized by a, such that (1.1) . Ct def i i sm 2 = H» ae (0,7r).
For such a, we define
A a d^{ e w : :a<t9<27r-a}, A odef {e « a < $ < 27r -a).
Using this terminology, the support of the orthogonality measure /i a consists of AQ, and at most one mass point in the complement T\A a .
The main item of business in this paper is weak convergence results for orthonormal polynomials on an arc of the unit circle. In the case of the whole unit circle and the real line, this problem has been extensively investigated in [11, Chapter 4] and [10] . We obtain such type of results for the Geronimus polynomials in Section 3. Next, we establish the weak convergence result for measures from a certain class which can be regarded as a quite natural extension of the Geronimus class (see [2] ).
DEFINITION. A probability measure ji belongs to the Lopez class Ci 2 if, for the monic orthogonal polynomials ^nO-O? the following relations are valid:
It is clear that the "asymptotically constant" measures // such that lim $ n (0, //) = n-too a, 0 < |a| < 1 form a proper subclass of Ci. With no loss of generality, we may assume 6 = 1 (this is just the matter of appropriate rotation). Finally, in Section 5, we apply the weak convergence result to studying the RadonNikodym derivative JJ,' within some subclass of the Lopez class, which is characterized by a certain rate of convergence in (1.3). We follow here the reasoning from [15, Section 2].
Geronimus polynomials.
The theory of orthogonal polynomials on arcs of the unit circle is now well developed thanks to primarily F. Peherstorfer and R. Steinbauer (see [12, 13, 14] ). However, for the sake of convenience, we present here a detailed account of the simplest case of Geronimus polynomials, including explicit expressions for the orthogonality measure, weight function, and the corresponding C-function (cf. [5, 6] and [7, Section 2] ).
Given a € C with 0 < |a| < 1, let /i a denote the probability measure on T for which the corresponding orthogonal polynomials satisfy $ n (0,// o ) = a for n G N. The set of all such measures constitutes the Geronimus class G-We will denote the corresponding orthonormal polynomials and second kind orthonormal polynomials by (p n (z,a) and ^(2;, a), respectively. As a matter of fact, ^n(z,a) = Lp n (z,-a). In addition, for a in (1.1) and a < $ < I-K -a, put associated with the measure // a . As l^l < |2i| in the unit disk and 2^2 = zp 2 , we have
Multiplying both numerator and denominator by 21 -az -1 and taking into account the equality
we come to the relation
Define now a parameter 0 by 1 -a= \1 -a\ exp(i/?/2). We have
From an elementary inequality |^||1 -^| _1 < \z\, \z\ < 1, it follows that
and, hence, /? ^ (a,27r -a). Note that the equality here is attained if and only if |a -|| = | and, what is more, /? = a (ft -27T -a) if and only if ^a < 0 (9a > 0), respectively. We refer to this case as special Geronimus polynomials. In view of (2.4), relation (2.5) takes the form
We see that fj, a may have at most one masspoint at $ = /?. It is not hard to show that
The latter, in particular, means that the masspoint (if it exists) is always located off the closed interval [a, 27r -a].
Let us turn to the weight function Pa($) = MaW? which is known to satisfy
a.e. on the unit circle. From (2.6), we obtain for e 1^ G A a Q e z 2 -2ae 2 2 -e z 2 -2i\/cos 2 ~ -cos 2 f
where the sign of the square root is chosen to ensure PaW > 0. But e't -256** -e -'* = 2(1 -5)6** -2 cos -= 2|1 -ole'^ -2 cos -, so that
i|l-a|sin^ Thus, the weight function p a on A a is of the form Proof. Assume first that A; € N. The integral in the left-hand side (3.1) equals
It is known that ^n |(^n(e^,a)| 2 < oo for /i a {/3} > 0, so that the second term on the right tends to zero as n -)> oo. Hence, it suffices to compute the limit
We see from explicit formula (2.8) for the Geronimus polynomials that each ip n on the arc A a is a linear combination of two consecutive Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind It remains only to find the limit
for a continuous function g on A a and # G Z + . Assume first that |a -11 7^ |. Then 
By using the well-known identity for the first kind Chebyshev polynomials
we can rewrite the expression under the integral sign as
If we take into account (2.9), then
The latter is equivalent to (3.1) in view of (2.1). For k = 0, even easier computation leads to (3.2). To prove (3.1) for negative &, one only has to take complex conjugates and to notice that e~l2 cosmA -pcos(m + 1)A = pcos(m -1)A -e z 2 cosmA and \k\ -1 = |fc + l| for k< -1. Now let us turn to the special Geronimus polynomials and assume for definiteness that ^sa < 0, so that /? = a. We have no right to appeal to Theorem 11.1 from [10] directly, because gi (3.6) is no longer continuous at # = a. Nevertheless, the argument above works for / = P where P is a polynomial with P{e ia ) = 0. Next, note that for / = 1, the right-hand side in (3.1) can be calculated immediately (with the aid of the same change of variables (2.1)), and is zero for k € N and one for k = 0. Therefore, 
\InAfl) -h(h)\ < \InAfl) -InAPm)\ + |^(Pm) " /*(Pm)| + \h(Pm) -h(fl)\-
Take m big enough to make the first and the third terms on the right less than e, and then let n -> oo. We end up with the inequality limsupll^/i) -4(/i)| < 2e.
n^-oo
The rest is immediate by letting e -> 0. Finally, 
Weak convergence (general case).
To reveal the closeness of the two classes of measures introduced above, it seems reasonable to view the Geronimus polynomials as the unperturbed polynomials, while the Lopez polynomials are the perturbed ones. To make this relation even more transparent, we invoke the perturbation theory of linear operators in the Hilbert space (cf. [7, Section 3] ). For orthogonal polynomials on the real line, there is an intimate relationship with infinite Jacobi matrices containing the coefficients of the three-term recurrence relation for the orthonormal polynomials. These Jacobi matrices are symmetric tridiagonal matrices which can be extended to self-adjoint operators acting on the Hilbert space <?2(N).
For orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle, there is a similar relationship with infinite matrices, but instead of a self-adjoint tridiagonal matrix (for determinate moment problems on the real line), one deals with a unitary Hessenberg matrix (for measures outside the Szego class).
Given a probability measure a on T with infinite support, let I/ 2 (cr, T) denote the Hilbert space of measurable, square-integrable functions on the unit circle T with the inner product and norm It should be noted that A a C supp (//) and supp (/x)\A a is at most a countable set whose limit points (if any) must belong to A a . This is a direct consequence of H. Weyl's theorem in view of relation between supp (JJ) and the spectrum of I7(^a)-
We are in a position now to prove our main weak convergence result. It follows immediately from (5.1) that the sequence {a n } converges to a nonzero limit lim a n = a, lal = r. 
K-
Proof. We follow the reasoning from [8, Sections 3 and 4] with only slight modifications.
Our starting point is the three-term recurrence relation The index no is finite now since lim n _ >00 a n = a ^ 0. Then {^n}^ and {V'n}^ form a fundamental set of solutions to (5.3) for the range n > no-It will be convenient and instructive to rewrite (5.3) for the orthonormal polynomials as The latter equality can be extended to the whole A a by taking the limit value on the right-hand side if z -> e ±ia .
uniformly on compact subsets of A^,. 
